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Le; n(k, d) denote the smallest value of n for which a binary (n, k, d) code exists. Then nik, d) 
~51s known ior all d, when k 66. All values of n(7, d) will now be presented. 
In [7] one can find a table of values of resp. bounds on -the minimum distance d 
of an (n, k, &code i.e. a binary, linear, k-dimensional code of length n with 
minimum distance d. The first open entries in this table are at k = 6. In this 
context it is natural to define the number n(k, d) as follows. 
Definition 1.1. n( k, d) : = min(n E N 1 there exists an (n, E;, d) code). 
The most relevant theorems In connection with the value of n(k, d) are the 
following. 
Theorem 1.2 (Griesmer, [6j). Leg [xl denote :he smallest integer ax, then 
n(k,d)ad+n(k-1, [L/21), (1.1) 
n(k, d) 2 g(k, d) : I= ‘2 :‘d/2’1. (1.2) 
i--O 
Theorem 1.3 (Solomon anti St ifher, [1 l]). L.er s = [d/2k-‘-~ and s l 2k-’ - d = 
cy= 1 2+, where k>ti.>u+ms +u,>O. Then 
f ,~ u+s*k + n(k d)=g(k,d). 
i-l 
This result has been generali;:ed to the following result. 
Theorem 1.4 (Bdov, f.31). Let s = [d/2k-‘l and s l 2k-1 - d =-ES, 2”? where 
k>u,>uz>+ l l x$>o. If 
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or 
u, - y, = p - s, uatd I.$, E{1,2) 
then n(k, d) = g(k, d). 
Later on we shall describe a code meeting the Griesmer bound (i.e. (1,2)), 
whose parameters do not sat&f) one of the two conditions in Theorem 1.4. 
Remark 1.5. As observed in [2], it follows from Theorem 1.3 (and a fortiori from 
Theorem 1.4) that for fixe:d k and d sufficiently large n(k, d) equals g(k, d). 
It follows from Theorem 1.2 and 1.4 together with remark 1.S that n(k, d) = 
g( k, d) for all pairs (k, d), k < 7 except possibly for 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
k=?, 3sdc30,35<d<44and67<d<72. (1.5) 
Belov conjectured in (31 that his two sufficient conditions for n(k, d) == g(k, d) are 
a!r,o necessary for s ‘= 1. Strong support for his conjecture comes from the 
foi lowing two results. 
Tk,eoaerm 1.6 (LogaEev, [ 101). If 3 s d < 2k-2 - 2, then 
:q(k,d’)ag(k,d)+l. 
I*htmrern 1.7. (van Tilborg, [13]). If 2k-2+3~d~2k--2+2k-3-4, #MI 
n(k, d)q(k, d)+ 1. 
Combination of these two theorems with the table in [7] yields th;at n(k, d) = 
g(k, d)+ 1 for k = 5,3 < d G 6 and k = 6, 3 cd G 14. Similarly a result in [2] shows 
that ~(6, d) = ~(6. d)t 1 for 19s d s20, so for k s6 all the values of n(k, d) are 
kno\Ikrn. 
2. Some techniiques 
&&ion 2.1. Let G be the generator :natric of a binary linear code C with top 
row c. Then the residual resp. deriwed code of C with respect to c (abbreviated to: 
w.r.1:. c) is the code generated by the restriction of G to the columns wlhere c has a 
zero resp. a nonzero entry. We shall often denote these codes by Cc’ resp. C’ and 
simillarly the corresponding parts of G by Go resp. G’. 
l Let C be an (1 t, k, d) code, c E C of weight w, where l$w j < d and 
where Lx J denotes the qreate,zt integer less PhR;ln or eqclail~‘o x. Then the residual code 
C” of C w.r.t. (1: has pa~ame!ers (n - w, k -- 1, do), where do 3 d - [$v]. 
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Proof. Let c’ E C, c’ # 0, c’ f c. Then c’ or c’ + c has inner product S@W~ with c. 
S o the restriction of c’ to C? has weight ad - i&f. u 
, 
Km3ma 2i2. Let C be un (n, k d) code witt gerqrutor mat& G. I$: G has two 
repeuted calumns, then shortening C on &se two positions yields an (n -2, k - 1, d) 
code C*. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. G has the form 




where G* clearly generates the (n -2, k - 1, d) c&e C*. 0 
DeWtim 2.3. (Farrell, [SD. An (m, k, 8) unticode if. a k-dimensional, linear code 
of length m in which the maxima1 wei@t equals 8. 
Lemma 2.4. (Farrell, [S& Let G be the generator matrix of an (II, k, d) aa&. By 
puncturing u set of cslktmns of G, which generate an (m, k’, 3) anticode, one obtains 
an (n - m k”, d - - 6) code. 
On page 127 in [9] one can find the following result by MacWilliams. 
T~MSM~IBI 2.5. Let C be a binary, linear code. Let Ak and &, 0 s k g n, denote the 
number of codewords of weight k in C, resp. in its dual: code. 7hen 
where 
Table 2.6. 
K,(i) = 1, 
K,(i) = n -2i, 
K*(i)= (+ii tm 
K3( i) = 3 l3; 
IO 
-(3~2” -3n+2)i +6tli2-4i3‘. 
! 
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By (1,5) we are left Iwith the following three gaps: 
3sks30, 35sGds44 and GSd<72. 
Since n(k, 2e t 2) = 0. + n (k, 2 e + 1:; it is suffi~,:iei-rt to consider only even values of 
d. 
The following values of nl,k, d) follow from the table in [7]. 
n(7,4) = 12> n(7,12).=2;, 
n(7, 6) = 16,+ n(7,24) = 50. 
n(7, 8) = 19, 
Comparing [7] with Theorem 1. -6 (i.e. [lo]) yields 
n(7 30) = 62. 
Since the appearance of [7] several imprcvements have been made to its table. 
Theorems 1.6 and I.7 lead to new The following references in combination with 
values of n(k. d): 
Alltop [l]: st(‘7, 42) = KY, 
iyt(7,44) = 90, 
Farrell 151: n(7,:36) = 7S, 
ni’7, .38) = 79, 
n (7,4Oj = 82, 
Van Tilborg [12]: n(7,2Q) = 43. 
Farrell describes his codes by means of 
different description of these codes is by* the 
+ 64 -+ 
anticodes (see Definition 2.3). A 
following generator matrix: 
whet-e the left hand side of C3 generates the first order Reed-Muller code of 
leng :h 64 (and minimum distance , and G2 generates a f: I 1, h, A), (15,6,6), 
resp a (l&6,8) code. 
N e shall now treat the remlining cases. 
Theorenr 3.1. n(7, lOj=24. 
According to Chen (!4/) the cychc coIde C with parity check polynomial 
11 (x I= I+ x4 + x” + x7+ x8 has pararreters (51,8,24). Let Co be the residual code 
of (‘ * ’ ,.r.t. the minimum weli;,$t code word g(x) = (x”’ - 1)/h(x). According to 
Lemma 2.1 C” has paramett:r:$, (27, 7, 12). It is not oifficult to check rhat the 1st 
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10th and 17th coordinate: of C@ from a (3,2,2) anticode, The other 24 columns 
generate a (24, k”, 10) co& by Lemma 2.4. It is easy to verEy that k” is indeed 7, 
which proves that a (24, r’, 10) code exists. Since n(7,lO’~ 3 24 by Theorem 1.6 it 
follows that n(7,lO) = 24. The generator matrix of the code (described above is 
given by 1 
1 11 11 1 
111111 1 11 11 
1111 1 11111 
11 1 1 1 111 
11 1111 111 
1111 1 111 
11 111 11 11 111 cl 
Pr&. It follows from %eorem 1.6 that n(7.3.4) % 3 1. In [12] van Tilborg 
constructs a (35,7,16) code, whose generator matrix consists of circulants of size 
7, whose top ro%s correspond to 1,1+x, l-@+~~~, lfx:+~~i-~~+x~ and 
1 + x: + x2 + x4 -t x”. Obviously the columns 1,2 and 9 generate a (3,2,2) anticode. 
It Is again easy to check that the r maining columns generate a (32, V’, 14) code, 
with k” = 7. This proves that n(7,l i)s32. We shall now prove that n(7,14) = 32. 
Let us assume that a (3 1,7,24) code C exists. Let A, Bi, 0 G i s 31 denote the 
weight enumerator 
Let CEC be of 
generates il 
(31-n: 6: 
code if ~~27. 
of C resp. its dual code. 
weight w. By Lemma 2.1 the residual code of C w.r.t. c 
14- L$wJ) (3.1) 
For certain llalues of w this is impossible by Theorems 1.2 or 1.15. In this way 
one proves taiat 
A, = 0 for w ~{15,17,18,19,21,22,23,25,26,2’7). (3..2) 
By adding n codeword of weight 29 or 31 to a mir.imal weight codeword one 
would get a codeword of weight 15, 17 or ?.9, contradicting (3.1) or (3.2). Hence 
A29 = As1 = 0. (3.3) 
Clearly A0 = & = 1 and B1 = 0. It kokiows from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1.6 that 
C cannot hav; repeated columns i.e. B2 =: 0. Theorem 2.5 now gives rise to the 3 
equations, (k = 0, 1,2), which can be rewritten as 
A id, 3 Arfi + AZ0 + AZ4 + AZ8 + A30 = 127, (3.4) 
A16 + 3 !&-J f 5A24 $- 7A28 + 8A30 Z= 103, (3.5) 
3APlr) k 10AE4 + 2 1Az2 -I- 28A3U = 84. (3.6) 
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If A3(3 f 0, then the minimum distance of C implies that As0 = 1, AZ0 = AZ4 = 
AZ8 = 0, which contradicts (3,6). So 
Aso = 0. (3.7) 
It now follows from (3.6) that 3 1 Az4. However, two codewords of weight 24 must 
have inner product 17 by the minimum distance of C. So the sum of 3 codewords 
of weight 24 must have weight 31- 3(24- 17) = 10, which is less than the 
minimurr- distance of C. So 
AZ4 = 0. (3.8) 
It follows from the minimum distance o’f C that As8c 1. So in view of (3.4)-(3.8) 
we heave two possible weight enumerators for C: 
(i) A(,= 1, AI4 = 80, A 16 = 19, AZ0 = 128, AzR = 0, 
(ii) A,,=l,A,,=72,A,,=33,A20=21,A2X=1. 
If two codewords of weigllt 20 have inner product 13, i.e. add up to a weight 14 
codeword c, then the residual code Co of C w.r.t. (t has parameters (17, 6, 7) and 
contains a codeword of weight 13. The residual code of C” w.r.t. this weight 13 
word w#ould have parameters (4,5, I), which is clearly impossible. 
So two codewords of weigh: 20 intersect in ten or twelve positions (i.e. ;idd up 
to a weight 16 or 20 codeworo; . Suppose that two codewords of weight 20 
intersect in ten positions. W.1.o.g. we have the following picture: 
I 
: +---lo---+ +lO+ c--10----, Cl-, 
t 1111111111 llllllllll 0000000000 ‘rlllllllll 1 ’ I 
c1 h ! 
0000000000 1111111111 0  
C I d 1 
Ler (I, b, c. d be t‘he number c)f ones of a third codeword of weight 20 on the 
various sets of coordinates, as depicted above. Pn view of the preceding we have 
:he fa~llowing relaliions: 
a+bc.{lO, 12}, a +Uz{lO, 12}, b+PE{lO, 12). 
So cl + 6 + c s 18 i.e. d 2 2, a contradiction. 
We conclude that all c~>~~ewords f weight 210 have inner product 12. Let Co be 
the residual code of C w,I-.t. a weight 20 cedeword. C” has parameters (11,6,4). 
All the r+ther codewords of weight 20 in C have a restriction a4 weight 8 to Co by 
the okervations made ahove. Since the number of weight 8 vectors of length 11 
and disknce at least 4 is at mc tst 17 (see [9, appendix A, Section 2]), we have that 
AZ,+ 1 + 17= 18. This cc)ntr:ldicts (i) and (ii). We conclude that a (31, 7, 14) 
cannot exist. so n(7, 14) - : 32. 
Theorem 3.3. n(7. 15) = 35. 
It follows from Theorem 1.f) that n(‘7, 16)>34, while the construction of a 
(35. 7. 16) code in van Filborg [12] implies thaa ~(7, 16)~35. Let us assurne that 
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a (34,7,16) code C exists. For any CE C, 1’7 6 w(c) s 3 1, the residual code of C 
w.r.t. c would have parameters contradicting Theorems 1.2 or 1.6. So 
Ai “0, 17~i~31, (3.9) 
where Ai again denotes the weight enumerator of C. The sum of a weight 16 
codeword and a weight 33 or 34 codeword would leave weight 17,18 or 19, 
contradicting (3,9). So 
A33 =Aw=O. (3.10) 
Since C cannot have an all zero column in its genesator matrix it follows that 
B1 = 0. Since B0 = A0 = 1 Theorem 2.5 with k =: 0,l Teduces to 
AId+ A32 = 127, 
2A,,+ 30A3* = -34, 
i.e. A0 = 1, Al6 = 118, As2 = 9. However, As2 s 1 from the minimum distance of 
C. So a (34,7,16) code cannot exist and n(7,16) = 15. q 
Theorem 3.4. n(7,18) = 40. 
Proof. It follows from theorem 1.6 that n(7,18) 2 40. In van Tilborg [ 121 one can 
find the construction c-f a (42,7,19) code whose generator matrix consists of six 
circulants of size 7 with top rows corresponding to 1, 1-h X, 1 -t x2 + x3, 1 + xL + x4, 
1+x+x2+x3+x4 and 1+x +x2+x4+x5. As at the beginning of the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 one easily verifies that puncturing columns 1, 2 and 9 yields a 
(39,7,17) code. The extended code of this code has parameters (40,7, S8). So 
n(7,18) = 40. cl 
TINo~em 3.5. n(7,22) = 47. 
Proof. Again we use Theorem 1.6 and get that n(7,22) 347. Vie shall now 
construct a (47,7,22) code:. As in Theorem 3.1 we start with the cyclic (51,S, 24) 
code with parity chet:k polynom+al h(x) = 1 -!-x:~+ x5 + x7 + x”. Deleting the first 
row and column of the generator matrix (with I’OVJS corresporkkg to x’(x” - 
1)/h(x), 0~ i ~7) vields a (50,7,24) code. Deleting the colurrns 1, 9 and 21 
(which form a (3,2,2) anticode) gives a (47,7,22)’ code. So n(?, 2’2) = 47. q 
Tht!arem 3.6. n(7.26) = 56. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.6 one has that n(7,26) 2 55. In [I] Alltop constructs a 
(5% 7,26) code so n(T, 26) =< 56. So we have to prove the nc nexistence of a 
(5:3., 7,26) code. Since the proof of this result is very lengthy and involveci a lot of 
adhoc arguments, we omit it hcle and i*efer the reader tcb [14]. 0 
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proof. By Theorsm ’ 1.6 we know ahat 5?(7,28) 2 58. Let us assume that a 
(S&7,28) code (exists with weight enumerator Ai, 0~ i =S 58 (and Bi for its dual 
code). It follows from Lemma 2.1 and Theorems 1.2 or 1.6 that 
a,:=(>for2$~i~31,33a~i~r3FIand4Iai~55. (3.11) 
Since the sum of a weight 28 code word and a r:ode word of weight 57 or !% has 
weight 29, 30, 3 1, it folows from (3.11) that 
As7 = As8 = 0. (3.12) 
If we now apply Theorem 2.5 with k = 0, 1,2 \ve get three equations, which can 
be reduct:d to 
A&- A&- A.& As6 = 127, (3.13) 
As2 + 3A4(, + 7A,, = 39, (3.14) 
A,,, + 7As6 = 6 -I- $B2. (3.15) 
If C has repeated columns we can apply Lemma 2.2. We obtain a (56,628) code. 
If this code again has repeated Izolumns onr. would have a (54,5,28) code, 
con1 I adicting Theorem 1 ..E. So B2 s 1. It follows from (3.15) that .3 f B2. So B2 = 0. 
Now (3.15) yields that As6 = 0 and Aa = 6. With (3.13) and (3.14) we can now 
determine the weight enumerator of C: 
AO= 1, Az8= 100, A3* = 21, &,, = 6. 
Althctigh it is possible to give a direct proof that a code with these parameters 
does not exist, we shall give a different proof,+hich makes use of Lemma 2.4 and 
Theorem 3.0. We first compute B3 with Theorem 2.5. It turns out that B3 = 166. 
Let cc: Cl be of weight 3. The corresponding three columns in G of C generate a 
(3,2,2) anticode, the other 55 columns generate a (55, k”, 26) code by Theorem 
3.6. W.1.o.g. G has the following form 
t-3-, 
/l 0 1 

















Since c, and c, must have weight 213 or 32 and have distance at least 28, it is easy 
to check that the last 55 columns have rank 7, i.e. the restriction of G to the last 
5 5 coordinates generates a (55, ‘7? 26) code. This contradicts Theorem 3.6. We 
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conclude that n(7,28) 2 59. In [IS] Farrell claims the existence oi a (59,7,28) 
code. I-Iowevex, tlhe constructioln described there uses an anticode which has 
repeated column s, while it shou Id not have repeated c~~lun~s. Lu;k@ Dr. T. 
IIeIleseth helped us in finding a 159,7,28) code. It is a matte: of stifaightforward 
I checking that the following matri Y generates a (59,7,28) code, thus proving that 








weight enumerator of this code is given by A0 = 1, AZ8 = 78, As2 = 4’7, 
1 A36=l, AS2=l. 
Theorem 3.8. n(7,68) = 138, n(7,70) = 142, n(7,72) = 145. , 
Proof, It follows from the Griesmer bound that n(7,68) 2 138, n(7,70) 2 142 
! and n( 7,72) 2 145. In [S] one can find the following (145,7,72) code. 
+49-, c---64-~ *32+ 
11 l...... . . ..i 0 . . . . . 0 
G= 1 . . . . . 1 
G1 G2 G3 
i I where the middle sixty four and the last thirty two columns generate the 1st order 
i Reed-Muller code of length 64 resp. 32 and where G1 is thr: following matrix 
This code has weight enumerator 
AO=l, A,2:=l.1 1, As0=15, Ag8=1. 
So n(7,72) = 145. It is rather trivial to verify that puncturing the columns 
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indicated by an * (these three form a (3,2,2) anticode) yields a (142,7,78) code. 
Moreover the last 32 columns clearly contain a set of four columns which together 
with the three columns from above, form a (7,3,4) antisode. Lmcmring these 
seven coordinates yields a (138,7,68) code (note that the middle (segm~t of G is 
still completely presen: and has full rank). So n(7,70) = 142 and n.(7;68) = 138. 
The following Table 1 shows the values of n(7, d) which are not covered by 
Belov. In other wordis for values of d which are not listed one has that 
d-l 
n(7, d) = C Idl2’1. 
i=O 
Table 1. Values of n(7, d) r:ot cc~ered by Belov [4] 
d n(7. d\ comment 
----- 
4 12 by Helgert & Sti:laff [7] 
6 16 by Helgert & Sti-Jaff [7] 
8 19 by Helgert &I Stinaff [7] 
10 24 by Theorem 3.1 
12 27 by Helgert & Strnaff [7] 
14 32 by Theorem 3.2 
16 ,35 by Theorem 3.3 
18 40 by Theorem 3.4 
20 43 by Helgert ik Stinaff and van Tilborg [7,12] 
22 47 by Theorem 3.5 
24 50 by Helgert & Ssinaff 
26 56 by Theorem 3.6 
28 59 by Theorem 3.7 
30 62 by Helgert & Stinaff and L.ogaEev ;‘? lo] 
--_-- -- 
36 75 by Farrell ;?nd van Tilbcrg [5, 13] 
38 79 by Farrell and van Tilborg [ 5,131 
40 82 by Farrell and van Tilborg [ 5,131 
42 87 by Alltop and van Tilborg [ 1.131 
44 90 by Alltop and van Tilborg [ I, 131 
- -- 
68 138 by Theorem 3.8 
70 142 by Thecrem 3.8 
72 145 by Theorem 3.8 
-- 
emaurk. The co&s describeld in Theorem 3.8 are the only kxbwn livear codes 
meeting the Griesmer bound, which do not follow from one 01 t le two construc- 
tions in Belov’s theorem. This mt:ans that his conjecture, stated for s = 1, is 
certainly not true 1or s > 1. 
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